
The Peninsula Hong Kong offers the best ticket for a short vacation taking guests on a glamorous experiential journey, with all the elegance, 
sophistication and personalised service that the ‘Grande Dame of  The Far East’ has to offer. One of the best things about a short break is discovery. 

The Peninsula Hong Kong's exciting array of  ‘New Encounters’ is specially curated into five different categories - 
Heritage;  Art & Culture;  Atelier; Culinary; and Adrenaline, expertly designed to cater to all interests and tastes for guests to enrich and enhance their stay.

The Inner Artist 
Budding ar tists can unleash their hidden Picasso through a painting class 
conducted by Anastassia’s Art House, Hong Kong’s only Russian art academy, 
whose teaching approach is one-of-a-kind in Hong Kong - a perfect way to 
relax and contemplate during your stay.
• Duration: 1-2 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 10 pax
• Age Requirement: 3 years old or above

View Masterful Platinum Prints at f22
f22 foto space at The Peninsula invites guests to view its latest exhibition, ‘Elliott 
Erwitt – Platinum Prints’, which showcases the iconic platinum prints of images 
by the legendary American photographer. Erwitt’s collection includes some of 
the most iconic images of the 20th century, with many printed on platinum, a 
special technique which makes each one unique.
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Love of Local Arts
The Peninsula offers four new hands-on experiences for guests to discover 
their artistic creativity. Create beautiful images and relax by drawing patterns 
through our ‘Meditation Through Zentangle’ workshop; learn how to engrave 
mahjong tiles; explore the world of traditional Chinese embroidery; or 
immerse yourself in the therapeutic pastel art of Nagomi.
• Duration: 2 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

Botanical
Allow us to take you on an excursion to one of Hong Kong’s lesser known 
jewels, the Kadoorie Farm & Botanic Garden, where wildlife rescue facilities 
complement extensively landscaped gardens, cobbled paths, pavilions, bridges 
and scenic picnic spots.
• Duration: 3 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 6 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

Retro Portrait Studio
Capture the moment with a keepsake por trait by an exper t Leica 
photographer in a nostalgic studio setting at The Peninsula in a nod to Hong 
Kong’s history and heritage.
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 9 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

ART & CULTURE ENCOUNTERS  :  A World of Creativity with The Experts

Journey The World:

New Enc� nters 



CULINARY ENCOUNTERS :  Tantalise Your Tastebuds 

Dim Sum
Guests will learn to make some of Michelin-starred Spring Moon’s most 
popular dim sum dishes whilst appreciating Hong Kong’s gastronomic cultural 
heritage. With the guidance of an expert chef from The Peninsula’s Chinese 
culinary team, students will leave with the ability to impress their guests at 
home with their own dim sum making. 
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 4 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Chocolate 
With chocolate playing an important part of  The Peninsula’s long history, this 
tempting class gives guests an insight into the art of chocolate decorating with 
the hotel’s acclaimed pastry team, following the journey as the hotel’s sweet 
sensations evolved over the years to reach the highest levels of perfection.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 4 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Combinations for Connoisseurs
In collaboration with the Swiss premium brand Davidoff, The Peninsula Hong 
Kong offers an exclusive opportunity for guests to enjoy the finer things in life, 
paired perfectly. Savour the aromas of the Dominican Republic, coupled with
the elegance of French Cognac, the smoothness of Guatemalan rum and
The Peninsula’s own hand-crafted chocolates.
• Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above (valid photo identification required)

Journey The World:

New Enc� nters 



ATELIER ENCOUNTERS : Delve Deep into The Universe of Luxury Craftmanship

Louis Vuitton Savoir-Faire
Guests can discover the exceptional savoir-faire of Louis Vuitton through a 
private workshop that teaches the art of edge dyeing on leather, followed by 
hot stamping onto a leather bookmark using a template exclusive to the Louis 
Vuitton boutique at The Peninsula.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

The Art of Fragrance Creation
To coincide with The Peninsula Hong Kong's introduction of an environmentally 
friendly custom-fragrances, guest room amenity line created by the talented 
fragrance curator Angel Cheung, guests will learn the basics of creating a 
bespoke perfume based on their individual personality.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 6 pax
• Age Requirement: 15 years old or above
• Health Condition: guests, who are pregnant, with respiratory illness and alcohol allergy, 

are not recommended to join the class

BVLGARI DIY Creative Atelier
Join BVLGARI DIY Creative Atelier to discover the BVLGARI iconic collections 
and personalise your own tote bag with the iconic patterns.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 2 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

Vacheron Constantin Watchmaking Masterclass
Watch lovers and collectors alike will discover Vacheron Constantin’s fine 
watchmaking legacy of 266 years with their Master Watchmaker and learn the 
artistry and mastery behind assembling the Maison’s 4400 calibre movement 
and have the opportunity to try on the Maison’s latest timepieces.
• Duration: 3 hours
• For suite guests only
• Maximum Capacity: 2 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

Tiffany & Co. Paper Lantern Workshop
 (September Exclusive)
In celebration of the Mid-Autumn Festival, join the premier gifting destination 
Tiffany & Co. to create a unique, one-of-a-kind paper lantern.
• Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 2 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

Tiffany & Co. Hand Engraving Experience
(October & November Exclusive)
As a premiere gifting destination, Tiffany & Co. helps guests to create their 
unique and personalised gift with love in October and November. Discover 
Tiffany & Co. Hand Engraving, a process where the engraver uses a series of 
tempered-steel tools to carve into the surface of an item, and design a silver 
charm that is truly yours.
• Duration: 2 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 2 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

Journey The World:
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Golf Simulator
Guest can enjoy a true-to-life golfing experience with the latest Foresight 
indoor simulation at Hi Tee Golf. Participants can choose between playing 
at renowned golf courses around the world, or competing in multiple skills 
challenges.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by adult

Flight Simulator
At a time when international travel remains a distant dream, guests can take 
to the skies virtually with our flight simulation experience as they learn from a 
local airline captain the basic components of flying, coupled with an overview 
of the instruments on a flight deck, leading to the big finale with a 15-minute 
hands-on experience in a flight simulator. 
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 2 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompained by adult

ADRENALINE ENCOUNTERS :  Adventures in The Fast Lane

Journey The World:

New Enc� nters 

Aviation
Participants can step back in time to the Golden Age of aviation and then 
fast forward to the present through The Peninsula Hong Kong’s famed China 
Clipper lounge, followed by a visit to the hotel’s helipad.
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 6 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Stories of  The Peninsula 
History lovers will delight in a tour of  The Peninsula, which opened its doors 
in 1928. Your guide will reveal the tales behind the door gods, the Fu dog, 
and the interior design of  The Lobby, and other facets of the hotel’s storied 
existence.
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 8 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

HERITAGE ENCOUNTERS : Rewind Time and Rediscover Bygone Days 


